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STATIC NONLINEAR CIRCUIT ELEMENTS
APPLIED TO IMPEDANCE RELAYING

INTRODUCTION

History

The impedance relay is a member of the group whioh is

called distance relays and whioh had its beginning in 1923

(1, pp.527-532). The first relay of this group was a

Westinghouse CZ distance relay whioh operated in a time of

one to two seconds (60 to 120 cycles). In those days when

power systems were rather smell and transmission distances

not too great, this slow speed of operation was tolerable.

Since the time that the distance relay was first

introduced our power systems have grown into large and

terrifically oomplex networks. In many oases this large

size and complexity necessitate faults being cleared in a

matter of four or five cycles. This means that the relay

must function properly in a cyole so as to allow time for

the oirouit breaker to operate. Distance relays must also

differentiate between fault conditions and mere system

disturbances which may closely resemble the fault condi

tions. To oope with these ever increasing requirements

the original distance relay has been improved and had many

new additions to its family.



Beoause of the many improvements and additions the

term distance relay has come to inolude impedance relays,

reaotanoe relays, mho relays, modified mho and impedance

relays, and combinations thereof (6, p.88). All of these

relays operate substantially on the same general prin

ciples with the impedance relay probably being the sim

plest.

There is one respect in whioh distance relays have

not improved too much and that is that they are meohanical

in nature with several moving parts and mechanical adjust

ments. These moving parts require maintenance and are

prone to give trouble. If these moving parts could be re

moved, simplified, or minimized the relay operation could

be improved.

Messrs. Edgley and Hamilton, in a paper published in

the Journal of the Institute of Electrical Engineers (2,

pp.297-313), suggested that a saturable transformer and a

simple relay could be used as the impedanoe element in an

impedance relay. These gentlemen ooncluded that their

suggested impedance element would be much simpler and more

rugged than the conventional types of elements; however,

their paper seems to indicate that they had made only a

slight investigation of this subject.

On reeding Messrs. Edgley and Hamilton's article, I

conoluded that their suggested impedance element definitely
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had some possibilities and that a more thorough investiga

tion should be made. It is planned that this thesis will

give a rather complete analysis of the subjeot.

Basic Theory of Impedance Relays

The most common type of impedance relay element1 is

the balanced beam type and is shown schematically in Fig.

1. There is an electro-magnet at eaoh end of the beam.

One coil is supplied with a current proportional to line

current and the other coil with a voltage proportional to

line voltage. The force due to the current coils tends to

close the contacts while the force due to the voltage ooil

tends to hold the conteots open. These forces may be ex

pressed as follows:

Fe - Ke E (2)

Where Fy and Fe are the forces due to the current and volt

age coils respectively; k^ and Kfe are constants, I and E

are the line current and voltage respectively.

^•The term impedance element is just that portion of the
impedanoe relay whioh is shown in Fig. 1. The term imped
ance relay includes the impedance element and all of the
additional auxiliary equipment suoh as current transform
ers, phase shifting networks, timers, etc.



By writing the equation for balance and dividing by

the line current it may be seen that the relay operates

according to the impedance of the line.

Ft a Fe (3)

Ki E y (5)
Kf. " I

If the impedance of the line is less than the impedanoe for

the balance value, the contacts will close.

If the impedance values at which the above relay oper

ates are plotted on resistance and reactance coordinates,

they are a oircle with its center at the origin as is shown

in Fig. 2. The relay trips for values of impedance inside

the circle.

The modified impedanoe relay may have its character

istic circle offset from zero and rotated as shown in Fig.

2. The offset is achieved by making the operation propor

tional to line current and the restraint proportional to

the vector sum of line current and voltage. The circle is

rotated by using a phase shifting network to shift the

phase angle between the portions of line current and volt

age which are introduced to the impedance element.
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Schematic diagram of balanced beam impedance element
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FIGURE 2

Impedance and modified impedance relay characteristics
plotted on resistance and reactance coordinates.



The pure impedanoe relay is not adequate for many of

the present-day transmission lines because they are so long

and heavily loaded that the magnitudes of the load imped-

ance and the line impedance are very nearly the same. The

main difference between these two impedances is that the

load impedanoe is usually at an angle of less than 30 de

grees and the line impedanoe at an angle of 70 degrees or

more. Another problem is that during a power swing there

is a minimum value of swing ohms from whioh the system oan

recover. These swing ohms lie very close to the maximum

load ohms. The modified impedance relay can be made to fit

these conditions by moving the tripping circle so as to

include the line ohms and minimum swing ohms in the trip

zone without causing tripping for the load ohms as shown in

Fig. 2.

The impedance element that Messrs. Edgley and Hamilton

(2, p.308) suggested is similar to the balanced beam imped

anoe element in that it is a saturable transformer that has

an alternating ourrent proportional to the line current

flowing through its primary or operating winding. A small

contactor is connected to the secondary or load winding.

This contactor closes when the induced voltage of the load

^he terms load impedance or swing impedanoe are the imped
ances obtained by dividing the line voltage by the line
current at the relay for the particular existing load or
power swing condition.



winding becomes high enough. The restraint is in the form

of the control current which is proportional to the vector

sura of the line voltage and current.

With the above brief pioture in mind the saturable

transformer will be now disoussed. The theory of the

impedance relay will be completed when the application of

the saturable transformer as an impedance element is taken

up.
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THE SATURABLE TRANSFORMER

General Discussion

The saturable transformer is sometimes thought of as

a transformer with a d-o bias winding; however, it is

easier to explain and understand its actual operation if

it is thought of as a series or parallel connected satur

able reactor with an isolated load winding. If the latter

point of view is taken, much of the saturable reector

theory oan be applied by taking into consideration the

effects of the additional load winding. It is on this

basis that the following analysis will be made.

There are several different core constructions and

winding configurations that oan be used for saturable

transformers; however, the two types shown in Fig. 3 were

the only ones that were used in the investigations for this

paper. The three-legged construction has a defect in that

it is subject to control hysteresis as shown in Fig. 4.

This multivaluedness of the control characteristics is be

cause the center leg is subjected to very little a-o flux,

whioh means that the flux density in the center leg is

partially determined by the previous history of the d-o

mmf. Control hysteresis is not present in the toroid con

structed saturable transformer if the flux is taken into

saturation on every cycle (8, p.110).
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Illustration of control hysteresis in three-legged
construction
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Steady State Operation Without Feedback

Since the saturable transformer is to be used in the

seoondary of a ourrent transformer it will be assumed that

the supply current is determined by the power system to

whioh the ourrent transformer is connected and will not

ohange with the insertion of impedanoe in the current

transformer seoondary. Also, it will be assumed that the

saturable transformer has the ideal hysteresis loop of Fig.

5.

If the oontrol current is held constant at some value

so as to give HQ„C, yi8« 5, and the operating current in

creased from zero, the load voltage will follow the charac

teristic shown in Fig. 6. The load voltage is zero over

the region from point A to B, Fig. 6, because there is no

ohange in flux, since the oores are saturated by the con

trol current. At point B the operating mmf exactly equals

the oontrol mmf and so the operating ampere turns must

equal the control ampere turns. Point B may therefore be

calculated by using equation 6.

t No •=* TcNc

Io ^ No
• Ic (6)
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Where IQ is the operating current, NQ the operating winding

turns, Ic the control current, and NQ the control winding

turns.

Between points B and C the saturable transformer is

operating in its proportional region and the sum of the

ampere turns from the different windings must be zero (8,

pp.77-79).

Nclc-Nolo * NLIL,0 (7)

Where IL is the load current and N^ is the number of load

winding turns.

Another way to see the operation in the region from B

to C is to consider the ideal hysteresis loop of Fig. 5.

It shows that the flux in the core must ohange from its

saturation value in one direction to its saturation value

in the opposite direction with a zero net ohange of mmf.

This means that as the mmf due to the operating ourrent is

increased negatively, the load mmf must increase positively

so that the two changes in ampere turns exactly cancel each

other. This cancellation continues until the flux reaches

its saturation value at which time there can be no increase

in the average value of the load voltage. If the load is

pure resistance the increase in operating ourrent over the

region from B to C is merely
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N0AI0 =NLAIL

N0 rl <*>

where delta means the ohange, Eql is the maximum average

load voltage, and R^ is the load circuit resistance.

The slope of the operating characteristic in the

region from B to C oan be made to be very steep by the

proper choice of the ratio Nl/RlNo* As will beoome evident

later, this is a desirable characteristic for the applica

tion of a saturable transformer as an impedance element.

If the oontrol current is increased by a certain

amount the load voltage of Fig. 6 will just follow a new

path AB'C with increasing operating current. Theoreti

cally the oontrol current could be increased to any amount

and an output seoured from the transformer by increasing

the operating ourrent until it drove the core out of satu

ration. Praotically, the current limitation of the satur

able transformer itself, the maximum available oontrol

current, and/or the maximum available operating ourrent

will set the limit of operation.

Another point that should be emphasized is that the

load voltage shown in Fig. 6 is the rectified average load

voltage and not the peak load voltage. The rectified
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average load voltage remains constant once saturation has

been reached on any part of a half cycle of the operating

voltage; whereas the peak value of the load voltage contin

ues to increase with increasing load ourrent, even after

saturation has been reached. The reason for this increase

in the peak value of the load voltage may be seen by re

arranging the equation for the induced voltage.

dt

d*=frdt (9)

The ohange in flux is

^0 =̂ 0 , ,
<it do)

The equation for the ohange in flux in terms of the

induced voltage and time may be obtained by substitution of

equation 10 into equation 9.

A0 -4r Fe dt
N Jt,N 4. (11)
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Equation 11 says that it takes volt seconds to produce

a change in flux. When the applied voltage becomes large

enough that the core goes into saturation each half cycle

the rectified average load voltage oannot increase any

more. If the applied voltage is increased more, the time

to reach saturation will be less, but the peak value of the

induced voltage will be more.

Measured points are shown on Fig. 6. They lie to the

right of the oomputed curves because the hysteresis loops

of the aotual cores were not ideal. A voltage was induced

before the oontrol ampere turns were exactly balanced out

by the operating ampere turns. This caused a load ourrent

to flow and be reflected back into the operating winding.

Also, an additional amount of operating current was re

quired to supply the core losses.

Although the load voltage versus operating current

characteristic is of interest and aids in explaining the

operation of the saturable transformer, the load ourrent

versus control current characteristic of Fig. 7 is more

useful when applying the saturable transformer in a cir-

ouit. For the curve drawn in Fig. 7, the load resistance,

load voltage, and load current are held constant and it is

assumed that the operation of the saturable transformer is

from saturation into the proportional region at all times.
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Control Current milliampems

FIGURE 7

Operating current versus control current for saturable
transformer. Load resistance, load current, and load voltage
constant.
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At each value of oontrol current the operating ourrent is

adjusted so as to meet the above stated conditions.

For zero control current the operating ourrent is

merely the required load current refleoted back by the

turns ratio and is

100 =lL jfc U2)
1'O

where IOQ is the operating current for zero oontrol cur

rent.

When oontrol ourrent is flowing the ampere turn bal

ance must still be satisfied so that

IooNo+ AI0N0-ILNU = ICNC (13)

where IQ is the ohange in operating ourrent from its IQO

value. Since I00N0 and I^N^ are equal

AI0N0-ICNC (14)

The operating current is

IC ^ NQ (15)
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The angle 6 is given by

tan 8 = ^T° = -5Ic N0 y (16)

where x and y are the control and load amperes per unit of

their respective scales on the curve shown in Fig. 7.

Again it should be emphasized that the operating our

rent versus control current characteristic of Fig. 7 is for

the saturable transformer and it should not be confused

with the load ourrent versus oontrol current characteristic

of the saturable reactor.

Steady State Operation With Feedback

In the application of the saturable transformer as an

impedanoe element the available oontrol current is limited

and yet it is desirable to vary the operating current over

a wide range. The most apparent solution to this problem

seems to be just increasing the number of control turns;

however, this might prove to be impractical due to the

mechanical nature of the situation. Another hidden defect

is that the time of response is increased with an increase

in the oontrol turns. The best solution to this problem is

feedback, the theory of which will now be discussed.

Feedbaok in the saturable transformer may be attained

by placing a full wave bridge rectifier in the operating
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circuit and providing a separate feedbaok winding which is

connected to the output of the bridge rectifier as is shown

in Fig. 8.

If the operation of the saturable transformer is still

kept from saturation into the proportional region the

ampere turn balance must still be satisfied, therefore

I0N0-ILNL=IFNF tl^Ne (1?)

where Iy is the feedbaok current and Kj the feedback wind

ing turns.

Equation 17 was written under the assumption that the

polarities of the feedback and oontrol voltages were such

that their corresponding ampere turns were additive.

By keeping in mind that the operating current and the

feedback ourrent are equal, equation 17 may be rewritten

Ic ^ToN0-ILNlL'ro IMF

* U8)
Equation 15 may be solved for the control current

without feedback and is

(19)

c

Nc
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Saturable transformer circuit with external feedback
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Upon comparison of equations 18 and 19 it is evident

that the effect of the feedbaok is to decrease the control

current by a factor of I0Np/N0 for the same values of

operating current. As might be expected this is just the

feedback current referred to the oontrol winding.

The slope of the operating ourrent versus control cur

rent characteristic is

tan (B =Nc_ x

^ufT (20)
where © is the angle as shown in Fig. 9.

If the polarities of the feedback and oontrol voltages

are such that their corresponding ampere turns are subtrac-

tive, the control current will have to be increased by a

faotor of the feedback current referred to the control

winding for the same operating current.

The above discussed characteristics are shown in Fig.

9, where the oontrol and feedback ampere turns are additive

for positive values of control current and subtractive for

negative values of oontrol current.

Measured points are also plotted on Fig. 9. At low

values of control ourrent the measured operating current is

higher than for the ideal case because of the magnetizing

requirements of the actual core. At the higher values of

oontrol current the measured operating ourrent is more than
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the computed beoause of the effects of the IR and leakage

reactanoe drops in the operating winding. These drops be

gin to become appreciable with respect to the average value

of the induced voltage in the operating winding.
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Ideal Impedance Element

Previously it was stated without proof that if a de

vice has its operation proportional to line current and

restraint proportional to the vector sum of line ourrent

and voltage, the locus of the points of operation would be

an impedanoe circle with its center offset from zero. If

the saturable transformer is used as the impedance element,

the proof of this statement may be obtained in the follow

ing manner.

Essentially, the impedanoe element circuit is as shown

in block diagram form in Fig. 10. A current proportional

to line ourrent flows through the operating winding of the

saturable transformer. This same current is rectified and

flows through the feedback winding. The control voltage

consists of the veotor sum of a voltage proportional to

line voltage and a voltage proportional to line current.

For the initial derivation, the relay which is in the load

circuit of the saturable transformer will be assumed to re

quire no current to operate. In other words, the relay

will operate on voltage alone.

For the above mentioned conditions the impedance ele

ment will have the characteristics shown in Fig. 11. The

oontrol ampere turns line OA is the dividing line between
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operation and non-operation of the relay. If the control

ampere turns lies to the left of OA, the oontrol ampere

turns are sufficient to hold the induced load voltage below

the value required for the operation of the relay. When

the oontrol ampere turns are to the right of OA the induced

voltage in the load winding is sufficient to oause the re

lay to operate. The operating ampere turns are also shown

in Fig. 11 to again emphasize the faot that the control

ampere turns required to inhibit operation of the relay at

a certain value of operating current are the operating

ampere turns minus the feedback ampere turns.

The ampere turn characteristics of Fig. 11 will now be

transferred to the ourrent characteristics of Fig. 12. In

Fig. 12 the line OA, as in Fig. 11, is the division between

operation and non-operation, the difference being that in

Fig. 12 line OA represents current.

The control current is

Ic = !i_, _§e_

where denotes the vector sum, Rq the oontrol circuit

resistance, and EA and Ee are the voltages proportional to

the line current and voltage, respectively; and are given

by
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E* - Ki Iop

Ee = Ke E

If 6 is the angle between the voltage and current,

then equation 21 may be rewritten by using the law of

cosines and the trigonometric formulas for the difference

of two angles.

S«J_(e5>e; f-eEeE, cose) {m
Re

The locus of the values of operating current to just

cause the relay to operate are on the line OA and are

op

ten1 0

fan 0 - Np X

y

(23)

where I0p is the operating current to just cause operation

and x end y are es defined on page 16 of this paper.

Equations 22 end 23 may be combined to give the com

plete equation of operation of the Impedance element.

H% temp
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By use of the following relationships and with a oer-

tain amount of algebraic manipulation, equation 24 may be

put in the form of equation 27.

is

E* *Ki IoP (25)

K2 = R* fan 0 (26)

^op +• g \<j Eg Icp cos 8 _ Ee __ q

The type equation of a circle in polar coordinate form

ra-eKrcos Q t KZ - p =0
(28)

where r is the polar radius of the circle measured from

zero on the polar coordinate system, K the offset of the

center of the circle from zero, p the radius of the oir-

ole, and e the angle that the polar radius r is rotated

from zero. This is identical to equation 27 where



K --• K< Ee
KL-K?

K£ -Pa- Ej
KI-KJ

f° n K*Ee
K| - KJ-
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(29)

(30)

Therefore, the operating current locus is a cirole

with an offset and radius whioh are proportional to the

line voltage, the current transformer ratio, the oontrol

circuit resistance, and the slope of the control character

istics. Both the offset and radius are directly propor

tional to the line voltage so that if it drops by a certain

ratio the operating current for operation will decrease by

the same ratio. This means that the ratio of Ee to Iop

remains constant; therefore the ideal saturable transformer

impedance element measures and operates on impedanoe.

A more graphic and perhaps clearer explanation of the

operation of the impedanoe element is as follows. Assume

that the line voltage remains constant, then the control

ourrent at zero operating ourrent will have some value de

picted by point B in Fig. 12. If the voltages proportional

to line voltage end current are in phase, the oontrol our

rent will move out along line BC as the operating current

is increased from zero. When the control current reaches

point C it moves into the operate region and the relay is
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closed. When the voltages proportional to line voltage and

ourrent are 180 degrees out of phase the control current

follows the line BD with tripping occurring when the con

trol current goes beyond point D. For all values of phase

shift between 0 and 180 degrees the control current falls

on some curve between the lines BG and BD. The locii of

control current with phase shift a parameter are shown in

Fig. 12. Since the intersections of the control current

with line OA are the particular case for which equation 24

was written, the locus of the operating current for these

intersections must be a circle when plotted on polar co

ordinate.

The ideal case of the saturable transformer impedance

element is a true impedance element because if the line

voltage is dropped to one half of its assumed value for

point B, Fig. 12, a new set of control current locii is

obtained with their point of common intersection at point

B*. The slopes of BG and BD are plus and minus E^/R0, re

spectively; so the slopes of BC and BD are not changed and

they cut OA at one half their former values. This means

that any time the line voltsge is decreased by a ratio the

line ourrent at whioh the relay operates is cut by the

same ratio and the impedance at operation remains the same.
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Actual Impedanoe Element

While the previous theory serves to explain the prin

ciples of operation of the impedance element, the theory is

not complete in the sense that the relay requires some cur

rent to operate. This tends to modify the operation and is

a factor which must be given due consideration.

The effect of a load ourrent flowing is shown in Fig.

13. The ideal operating line OA is moved over to the right

by an amount equal to the load ourrent referred to the

operating winding. As previously stated, the slope of O'A*

is not affected by the load current as long as the load

current remains constant.

The equation for the operating current for the actual

oase is

Iop - 2 (I00 - K-c Ee cosQ) rop + 1^- Ee _~
(31)

where I00 is the value of operating ourrent for zero oon

trol ourrent. Comparing equation 31 with the type equation

of a cirole it is apparent that both the offset and radius

of the cirole are affected by I0Q. It would be possible

to derive a mathematical expression giving this difference,

but the equations would be fairly oomplex. To gain any

useful information would require a point by point
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calculation of this deviation for all possible conditions.

It is more in keeping with the purpose of this paper to

show the maximum deviation over a practioal operating

range. This can be done easiest by the graphical method

of determining the performance of the saturable transformer

impedanoe element.

The computed current oircles are shown in Fig. 14.

The load current required by the relay affects the operat

ing current oiroles in two ways. One effeot is to increase

the radius of the operating current circles. The ratio of

offset to radius is not affected if the slope of the oper

ating current versus oontrol ourrent line remains constant.

Peroentage-wise, the load current inoreases the radius of

the operating current oircles more for the smaller ourrent

ciroles. The other effect is to cause the magnitude of

the radius of the operating current circle to vary slightly

with a change in the phase angle 9. This causes a devia

tion from a true circle whioh increases with the ratio of

operating current circle radius to offset.

The latter effect is the more serious one because it

is variable with the phase angle and, therefore, it would

be hard to make allowance for when setting the relay.

This varianoe of radius with phase shift could be re

duced to an allowable value by proper design and equipment
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better suited to the job than the saturable transformer and

relay for whioh the calculations were made. As it was, the

maximum deviation from a true circle, shown in Fig. 15, was

21 per cent of the current value for a true oircle. This

was calculated for the maximum ratio of offset to radius

recommended by Westinghouse (10, p.6) for their relay. As

will be shown later, this compares favorably with a West

inghouse HZM relay.

The effeots of the core loss have not been discussed

so far; so now is a good time to mention them. Since the

core is run over the same portion of its hysteresis loop

for eaoh operation of the relay, the core loss appears as

a constant at the point of operation of the relay. Beoause

of this, the core loss current can be inoluded in the mini

mum operating current for relay operation; therefore,

I00 «^-Il * Jcl
No (32)

where Iol is the core loss current. It is obvious then

that the core loss has the same detrimental effeots as the

load ourrent; however, with a good core I0l would probably

have minor consequences.

The impedance circles of Fig. 16 serve to show the

aotual impedance response of the saturable transformer
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Operating current circles with Ee a parameter
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impedance element. The impedance changes with ohanging

line voltage because as the line voltage approaches zero

the operating current approaches its constant lower limit

loo for operation. This causes the relay to operate at

smaller values of impedanoe as the line voltage drops.

The amount of change in impedanoe with a change in

line voltage depends on how near IQO the relay is forced

to operate. For this reason the operating currents should

be as muoh larger than I00 as possible.

This change of impedance might be a blessing in that

the relay oould be set to have a negligible change in

impedanoe for normal voltage dips and a large drop in

operating impedanoe for abnormal drops in line voltage.

For the particular operating conditions of Fig. 16, the

impedance dropped to 72.2 per cent of its original value

when the line voltage was decreased to 46 per cent of its

original value.

Measured values of operating impedances for a Westing

house EZM relay and the saturable transformer impedance

element are shown in Fig. 17. The two impedance elements

were adjusted so that they were operating without too

severe of an offset. Although the offset for the two ele

ments is not the same, it is apparent that the saturable

transformer impedanoe element has a more nearly circular

characteristic than does the Westinghouse HZM impedance
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relay. The poor showing of the HZM relay was probably be

cause it was not properly adjusted, but an honest attempt

was made to get it in good operating condition.

Transient Operation

Although the analysis of the theory and operation in

terms of the steady state is essential, the impedance ele

ment very seldom is oalled upon to operate under these con

ditions. Usually a tripping condition on a line is evi

denced by a severe transient and the impedance element is

called upon to make its decision during these conditions.

For this reason the transient behavior of the saturable

transformer impedance element is of great importance and

should be discussed.

For the first type of a transient assume that the im

pedance element is functioning in a line which is loaded

very near to its limit. A fault occurs at the end of the

protected seotion and is of suoh a type that the line our

rent swings in its phase position with regards to the line

voltage but does not increase in magnitude. These are the

conditions under which the oscillogram shown in Fig. 18

was taken.

In Fig. 18 the fault occurred when the control voltage

and current were very neer zero so that the control voltage

and current simply followed their new value on the next
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half oyole without an appreciable transition period. Also,

the fault occurred when one core was saturated completely,

so that the sequence of happenings within the core may be

described as follows.

Initially, the operating points of the cores are at

points A and A* on the magnetization loop shown in Fig. 19.

After initiation of the fault, these operating points are

reduced to points B and B*. At the time of fault the oper

ating ourrent is such that core I is unsaturated but oore

II is saturated. At any time during the saturation inter

val the unsaturated oore functions like a current trans

former and tries to transform the operating current into

the control oircuit. The operating current, however, is

approaching zero for the first saturation interval so that

there is very little voltage induced in the control winding

to compensate for the drop in control voltage. This means

that the flux in the unsaturated core is hardly disturbed

and remains very near its previous steady state, unsatu

rated value, point C. Because of this there is little

ohange in the induced voltage for the first time that the

operating current reverses after initiation of the fault.

During the first complete saturation interval after

the oontrol voltage has decreased, the flux in the unsatu

rated oore has to ohange to induce • voltage in the control

winding to compensate for the decrease in control voltage.
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This causes the flux to assume a new value suoh as point

D» for the unsaturated core. When the operating current

reverses again, the core fluxes change more than for the

previous half cycle and an induced voltage results. This

action repeats itself with every half cycle of operation

until a new balance is reached where the average value of

the control voltage equals the average value of the IR drop

of the control circuit.

The load voltage to cause the relay to close for

steady state operation is also shown in Fig. 18. By com

paring the steady state load voltage with the load voltage

for the transient condition it is evident that a little

more than one and one-half cycles were required for the

saturable transformer to reach full output. This probably

was the longest time it would take because if the fault

had ooourred any earlier in the cycle the flux would have

changed during the remaining part of the saturation inter

val in whioh the fault was initiated and the output volt

age would have started building up with the first reversal

of operating ourrent. There would probably be little dif

ference from the events shown in Fig. 18 if the fault had

ooourred later in the saturation interval.

A condition which would correspond to a fault well

within the zone of protection of the impedance element is

shown in Fig. 20. This particular fault had a d-c offset
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of 60 amperes to the peak of the first half cycle of cur

rent, but notice that the saturable transformer gave a full

output pulse of approximately 400 volts at slightly more

than one half of a cycle after the fault was initiated.

The reason for this, in part at least, is that the heavy

current flowing during the saturation interval oaused the

flux in the unsaturated oore to change a considerable

amount in trying to duplicate this ourrent in the control

circuit. The two cores were recycled with the first rever

sal of operating current so that a full output voltage was

obtained. This line of reasoning does not seem to explain

every change in lo8d voltage and oontrol current in Fig.

20, but due to a lack of sufficient time a more complete

study and conoise explanation oould not be made.

A fault with much less d-o offset is shown in Fig. 21.

It is significant that the saturable transformer still

gave almost full output in one-half cycle.

It is evident now that the speed of response of the

saturable transformer oan be mede to be very fast. The

control circuit resistance should be kept as high as pos

sible so as to force the flux in the unsaturated core to

ohange during the saturation interval, if the oontrol volt

age is ohanged. The resistance of the operating winding

should be kept as low as possible so as to allow most of

the operating voltage to force the ohange in flux during
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the saturation interval. Another thing that aids in the

speed of response is that normally the saturable trans

former operates fully saturated so that there is a minimum

of coupling between the oontrol cirouit and the rest of the

transformer windings.

The transient response of the saturable transformer

impedanoe element appears to be very well suited to its

application. For faults near the end of the particular

element's zone of protection, the response time is one and

one-half to two cycles whioh would give relays nearer the

fault time to check end trip if they should. If the line

ourrent is increased by the fault, the time of response of

the saturable transformer is reduced for fast clearing.

One oondition that would certainly be enoountered by

a relay is a switching transient when the line is energized.

There is the possibility that the saturable transformer

impedanoe element would have to be blocked if the transient

were too large. Although no actual data was taken, the

relay would not trip if the transient did not get into the

trip zone. This is because the line voltage is applied to

the impedance element before the breaker is olosed so that

both cores are saturated by the resulting control ourrent

prior to and upon initiation of the transient.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

In the way of a summary it might be well to list and

summarize the different parameters that could be adjusted

in setting the operation of a saturable transformer imped

ance element. These parameters are the current and poten

tial transformer ratios; the operating, feedback, oontrol,

and load winding number of turns; the polarity of the feed

back; ratio relating output voltage to input ourrent of

voltage proportional to current transformer; and the con

trol circuit, operating circuit, and load circuit resist

ance.

Sinoe the saturable transformer Impedanoe element

responds to the voltage and current fed to it from the

line, it is evident that a change in the potential trans

former ratio without a corresponding change in the ourrent

transformer ratio, or vice versa, would cause the operat

ing impedanoe of the impedanoe element to ohange.

A change in the number of turns of the operating,

feedbaok, or oontrol windings would in general have the

same effect in that they would cause a ohange in the slope

of the operating current versus control current character

istic. A ohange in the number of turns of the load winding

would move this characteristic up or down by a oonstant
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amount. The number of turns in any of these windings with

respect to the other windings is tied up in the speed of

response so that a balance must be kept. This balanoe is

not as critical as it might be because the saturable trans

former is ordinarily saturated so that the coupling between

windings is at a minimum.

The polarity of feedback is listed separately to

emphasize the fact that simply by reversing the feedback

winding connections the operating ourrent versus control

ourrent characteristic of the saturable transformer oan be

changed by a considerable amount. This would make avail

able two ranges of operation whioh would greatly reduce the

necessary number of adjusting taps and resistors.

Changing the ratio of the voltage proportional to cur

rent transformer would ohange the offset and radius of the

impedance oircles.

The oontrol oirouit, operating circuit, and load cir

cuit resistance if ohanged would change both the offset

and radius of the impedanoe circles. In general, the oper

ating oirouit resistance should be kept low and the load

and oontrol circuit resistances high so as to give the

saturable transformer impedance element a low response

time.
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Conclusions

Under the normal steady state methods of obtaining
impedance circles, the saturable transformer impedance ele
ment compares favorably with the present balanced beam

types as to the trueness of the impedance oircles.

The simplicity of the meohanical construction of the
saturable transformer impedance element would provide a

substantial sevings in maintenance costs that are incurred
with the present balanced beam models.

Finally, the transient response is where the saturable
transformer Impedance element really seems to show promise
as its speed of response oan be adjusted from one-half

cycle to almost any desired number of cycles. This would

allow the impedanoe element to be adjusted to fit the par
ticular speed of response required by the transmission

system in which it is employed, without providing auxiliary
timers and such.
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APPENDIX

Laboratory Test Circuits

Test Circuit for steady-State Data. The test circuit

used to obtain the experimental data was as shown in Fig.

22. The voltage-proportional-to-current device consisted

of a transformer with a oore constructed from grain-

oriented E and I laminations. The E and I laminations were

stacked separately and then placed together using a butt-

joint so as to leave an air gap.

The voltage winding was shunted by a 3 uf capacitor

so as to allow the harmonic ourrents to circulate. Al

though the voltage wave shape was considerably improved by

the use of the shunting capacitor, the harmonic voltages

were not completely wiped out as the voltage souroe charac

teristic of Fig. 23 shows. The characteristic was taken

with the complete impedance element circuit operating so

that Fig. 23 is an actual operating characteristic. The

hysteresis effect is due to the harmonic voltages, mainly

3 rds, which were additive to the fundamental component of

voltage from 0 to 180 degrees phase shift and subtractive

from 180 degrees to 360 degrees.

The saturable transformers were wound on two Westing

house hypersil, ribbon wound toroids. The toroids had an

outside diameter of two 8nd three-fourths inches, inside
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diameter of one and one-half inches, and a cross-sectional

area of five-eighths of a square inch. The operating wind

ings consisted of 25 turns per core; the feedback windings,

17 turns per oore; the control windings, 980 turns per

core; and the load windings, 250 turns per oore. A 4 uf

capacitor was shunted across the control windings so as to

allow a path for the harmonic currents to ciroulate. This

kept the harmonic voltages from becoming so large as to

have a detrimental effect on the control circuit. This

particular saturable transformer was used for all the data

that is inoluded in this paper.

The relay war, a-c type relay which was not particular

ly suited for thir- vpxlication. An additional d-c bias

winding was added so that the relay operated on approxi

mately 18 millianp-ures of rectified alternating current

from the saturable transformer.

To obtain the to for the impedance circles iie was

set at the desired value. The phase shifter was then set

at the proper angle and then the operating current was

slowly increased with the variac until the relay closed.

Test Circuit for the Transient Response. To obtain

the transient response data the impedance element was

actually placed in a oirouit with the snop set for the

supply and an impedance for the load as shown in Fig. 24.
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The line current was kept small enough that the impedance

element could be connected directly to the line without a

current transformer.

To simulate a fault, a load was switched on in paral

lel with the existing load. The switch for this load was

synchronized with oscillograph so as to obtain the oscillo

grams of the transient.
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